HOMES FOCUS

that has just reached the Malaysian
shore, the brand new cooker hoods
are the synthesis of several different
technologies that will surely appeal
to modern homemakers. In its core,
the Surround Suction technology
boasts an unparalleled extraction
capability. The feature increases the
smoke accumulation area of the Fotile
W series to 0.21m2 so that no grease
and smoke can escape from any of
the four sides of the hood. Combined
with the wing-liked surround suction
plate, intelligent air management
and auto turbo system, the Fotile W
Series promises you a kitchen free
from grease and smoke that might
be harmful or create a stain on your
kitchen wall and cabinets.
Functionality aside, its canopy
design with 4.3” high definition screen
display and illuminated touch control
ensures complete user friendliness,
and despite the type and the amount
of dishes you cook, it keeps your
cooking zone clean and odour free.
If simple, stylish and functional
is what you are looking for, Fotile
the kitchen expert will surely
not disappoint. Visit its flagship
showroom at Solaris Dutamas for an
exceptional kitchen experience.

Cooking Made Easy
Technology, innovation, design and performance are key
factors in Fotile’s product manufacturing, making them a
name synonymous with cooking excellence

A

t Fotile, it all begins with
the brand’s thorough
understanding of the needs
and wants of many Asian
kitchens. Making life healthier, safer
and more beautiful – that is the aim of
Fotile since its inception in 1996. For
two decades, the company has never
ceased to exude a passion about
kitchenware and has therefore raised
the standards of the industry through
its many innovations.
Being the number-one high-end
kitchen appliance brand in China, as
well as one with a strong following in
Malaysia, Fotile has no doubt carved a
niche of its own. Each of its appliances
is designed purposefully with the
users in mind, be it the various
types of hoods and hobs, ovens and
sterilisers. Not only are the products

well received by the consumers, the
brand’s fine quality and design has
also won it international accolades,
namely the RedDots Awards and IF
Design Awards.
To better interact with its
customers, Fotile has even launched
its first largest kitchen appliances
gallery named the Fotile Style
in Shanghai, back in year 2012,
showcasing the brand’s most
prestigious kitchen appliances. A
‘futuristic corner’ also allows visitors
a glimpse into some of Fotile’s most
innovative technology. From time
to time, cooking classes are hosted
at the kitchen hub, to educate
customers on ways to maximise their
use of Fotile products.
One of said products is the Fotile
W Series. A most recent creation
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